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Outreach Activity 

Initiative for Rural Library 

In a remarkable initiative spearheaded by Sree Ayyappa College, the Sree Chithira Thirunal Rural 

Library has emerged as a beacon of knowledge and community development. The library, a 

testament to collaborative efforts, originated after several strategic meetings that culminated in a 

vision to bring the richness of literature to the rural community. 

The NSS unit and Literary Club of Sree Ayyappa College took up the mantle to turn this vision into 

reality. Their concerted efforts were directed towards collecting a diverse array of books, spanning 

various genres and catering to all age groups. The aim was not only to create a repository of 

knowledge but also to foster a culture of reading and learning within the rural community. 

The library, an extension of the college's commitment to education and community welfare, serves 

as a hub for intellectual exchange and cultural enrichment. With its doors open wide, it stands as a 

testament to the transformative power of education and collective endeavour. 

This endeavour encapsulates the spirit of SreeA yyappa College, where education extends beyond 

the classroom, reaching into the heart of the community. The Sree Chithira Thirunal Rural Library 

stands tall as a reminder that knowledge knows no boundaries and that empowerment through 

education is a shared responsibility. 

 

 

Rural Library – Second phase 

In a transformative second phase, the Sree Chithira Thirunal Rural Library, an initiative of 

SreeAyyappa College, witnessed significant expansion. With the collective efforts of the NSS unit, 

dedicated alumni, and teachers, the library acquired an enriching collection of new books, 

broadening its literary landscape. 

Securing the support of a ward member, the library gained access to a two-room building, a 

substantial leap forward. NSS volunteers, epitomizing community spirit, diligently cleaned and 

painted the premises, transforming it into an inviting space. The team meticulously organized the 

new books into shelves and designated one room as a cozy reading space. 

 



This collaborative effort not only increased the library's capacity but also enhanced its aesthetic 

appeal, creating a conducive environment for learning and intellectual exploration. The Sree Chithira 

Thirunal Rural Library continues to evolve, symbolizing the profound impact possible through 

collective endeavours in promoting education and literacy within rural communities. 

 

 

Sree Chithira Thirunal Grameena Grandhasala Inauguration 

On March 22, 2022, a momentous occasion unfolded at Grandhasala Nagar (Near Pournami 
Temple), Eramallikkara, as the Sree ChithiraT hirunal Rural Library was inaugurated at 9:30 AM. The 
event was graced by the esteemed presence of Sri. SajiCheriyan, Hon. Minister for Fisheries, Culture 
& Youth Affairs, who inaugurated the library. Prof (Dr) K.C. Prakash, Principal of SreeAyyappa 
College, presided over the inaugural ceremony, marking a significant step towards enriching the 
cultural and literary landscape of the community. 

Smt. Rejani Mohan, President of Sree Chithira Thirunal Grameena Grandhasala, extended a warm 
welcome to the gathering and Dr.Remya L., Secretary of Sree ChithiraThirunal Rural Library and 
Convener of the Literary Club at Sree Ayyappa College, delivered a gracious vote of thanks. 

The event was not only a celebration of the library's inception but also a platform to honor notable 
contributors to the community. Sri. Anil Ambadi, State-level winner in Dairy Farming, was recognized 
and awarded the Grama Prathibha Award, adding a touch of distinction to the ceremony. The 
College Principal symbolically handed the key to the Rural Library President, marking the official 
opening. 

Sri B Shajlal, Secretary of Chengannur Taluk Library Council, played a significant role by inaugurating 
the library book distribution, emphasizing the library's role as a resource hub for knowledge 
dissemination. Thiruvavandoor GramaP anchayath members and Rural Library executive members, 
including Smt. Kala Ramesh, Smt. NishaBinu, Smt. Sreevidya Suresh, and Sri. 
SureshkumarAmbeereth, along with NSS Program Officer Lavanya M., graced the occasion with their 
presence and delivered felicitations.The inauguration of the Sree Chithira Thirunal Rural Library 
stands as a cultural and literary milestone, fostering a spirit of learning, knowledge sharing, and 
community engagement. 

 



 

 

Inauguration of VanithaVedi and ThiruvathiraKalari 

On April 17, 2022, NSS Karayoga Mandiram, Eramallikkara, bloomed with cultural fervour during the 
inauguration of VanithaVedi and ThiruvathiraKalari at 2:30 PM. Renowned Thiruvathira artist, Smt. 
Syamalakumari inaugurated the event. Prof (Dr) K. C. Prakash, Principal of Sree Ayyappa College, 
delivered a resonant keynote, highlighting the importance of cultural heritage. Smt. Rejani Mohan, 
President of Sree ChithiraT hirunal Rural Library, presided, infusing the occasion with community 
leadership. This cultural journey signifies a commitment to celebrate and preserve our artistic 
traditions, fostering vibrancy in the heart of Eramallikkara. 

 

 

Thiruvathira Debut 

On November 28, 2022, the rhythmic grace of Thiruvathira resonated through the precincts of 
SreeDharmaShastha Temple, Eramallikkara, at 7:00 PM. The debut, adorned with cultural splendour, 
unfolded with the esteemed presence of Sri Krishna Prasad, a renowned cine artist and Censor 
Board member, who inaugurated the event. 



Presiding over the cultural soirée was Smt. Rejani  Renjith, President of the Rural Library, infusing the 
occasion with a touch of community leadership. Prof (Dr) Suresh S., the Principal of SreeAyyappa 
College, added to the ceremonial atmosphere with a felicitation. 

Post-inauguration, the Thiruvathira debut took centre stage, captivating the audience. 
Approximately 40 women and children, trained under the guidance of Sree Chithira Thiruna lVanitha 
Vedi, swayed to the traditional beats, embodying the cultural richness of the region. The evening 
echoed with the spirit of tradition, as the community came together to celebrate the timeless 
elegance of Thiruvathira. 

 

 

 


